Antibacterial Activity of Hybanthus Enneaspermus against Enterococcus Faecalis - A Root Canal Organism
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Abstract The root canal microbes which are responsible for the pulpal diseases have been attempted to be eliminated using various chemical methods. Herbal remedies used in folk medicine provide an interesting and still largely unexplored source for the creation and development of potentially new drugs for chemotherapy. This has been one such attempt aimed at testing the antimicrobial efficacy of Hybanthus enneaspermus, a herbal extract against the most resistant bacteria of the root canal system E.faecalis. This was done using microbiological agar diffusion test which concluded a good inhibiting effect of the aqueous herbal extract on the root canal organism, thus confirming its possible use as a root canal irrigant.
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1. Introduction

Microorganisms have a critical role to play in the etiology of pulpal and periodontal diseases, [1] and so their control and eradication are very essential during endodontic treatment [2].

Research work investigating the dynamics of root canal infections of teeth with failed endodontic treatment have described a small conglomeration of microorganisms, with predominantly facultative anaerobic gram positive species, especially E.faecalis. [3] Despite the fact that Enterococcus sp. barely contribute to the initial root canal flora of an untreated tooth [4] it has been considered one of the most resistant sp. and a possible reason for failure of root canal treatment [5].

It is therefore very essential to eliminate these microorganisms from the root canal system to treat the infections and to seal the tooth against re-infection to achieve a successful endodontic outcome. [6] One can abolish these microorganisms from root canals by using irrigating solutions during instrumentation and intracanal medicaments. [7] Formocresol, hydrogen peroxide, camphoratedmonochlorophenol, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, metacresylacetate, and sodium hypochlorite are the various root canal irrigants, used in endodontic procedures. Sodium hypochlorite is currently the preferred irrigant to disinfect and remove procedural debris from the root canal space. However, it has an unpleasant taste, is toxic in high concentrations, and has a limited bactericidal spectrum. Recently, chlorhexidine gluconate (CHX) has also been introduced as a root canal irrigant [6].

Even in this modern era, the developing countries are still relying immensely on traditional medicine to cover their basic health needs. Furthermore, in recent years the developed countries also have shown great interest in the use of herbal remedies. Resultantly, plants continue to be a rich source of therapeutic agents contributing remarkably to the drug industry with a large number of phytochemical and biological studies being conducted all over the world. Therefore, it is of great interest to carry out a screening of these plants in order to validate their use in medicine [8].

Thus this study aims at evaluating the antimicrobial effects of extract of the herb Hybanthus enneaspermus, against the most resistant endodontic organism Enterococcus faecalis for its use as an intracanal irrigant.

2. Materials and Methods

To procure the herbal extract, dry fruit of Hybanthus enneaspermus was first ground into a coarse powder and then using an electronic balance was weighed into 5 gm, 15gm, and 50gm amounts following which it was transferred into labeled bottles. Aqueous filtered extracts of these powders were then obtained using sterile, deionized distilled water which was added to the powder and allowed to soak for 48hours at 4°C to derive respective concentrations of 5%, 15% and 50%.

The antibacterial activity of this prepared herbal extract was evaluated against the microorganism - Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 14506 (Hi Media Laboratories Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai) using agar diffusion test. All procedures were performed in a laminar cabinet under aseptic conditions. The ampoules of the freeze dried forms of the microorganisms were opened and the contents were added to nutrient broth, which was incubated at 37°C for 24
hours. A sterile cotton swab was dipped in the nutrient broth and then inoculated on to the Muller Hinton agar plate which was incubated overnight at 37°C.

Six wells of six mm diameter and two mm depth were punched in the agar plates, which were filled with one drop of the extract, repeating the same procedure for each concentration of the herbal extract. Sterile deionised distilled water was taken as the negative control and CHX was taken as positive control. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 48 hours, after which they were examined for the size of their inhibition zones produced around the specimens. The inhibition zones were calculated in millimeters using digital calipers on the underside of the plate, by taking an average of three measurements of the halo. The results were statistically analyzed using t-test difference of means.

3. Results

The negative control/deionised distilled water showed no inhibition zones at all. Whereas the positive control/CHX group showed a mean of 13mm zones. In the experimental group the zone sizes increased with increase in concentration. Resultantly, 50% concentration of the extract showed the maximum zone with a mean of 9mm, which was significantly less (p-value = 0.000255) than the CHX group.

4. Discussion

Hybanthus enneaspermus Muell, belonging to family Violaceae, popularly known as Ratanpurus (Hindi) is herb or under shrub, seen in the tropical and subtropical regions of the world. [9] It has been reported to have anti-inflammatory, [10] antitussive, [11] antiplasmodial, [12] anticonvulsant and free radical scavenging activity. [13] In folklore the plant is used in case of pregnant and parturient women, and in case of gonorrhoea and urinary infections. When this plant extract was tested for its antibacterial activity against selected E.faecalis of urinary tract, it showed significant effect in ethanol form and moderate effect in aqueous form.[9] Hence this herb was selected to test against the same organism which resides in the root canals also.

The plant is reported to contain aurantiamide acetate, isoarborinol, b-sitosterol and triterpene. [14] At 5% and 15% concentration the herbal extract did not show any significant inhibition zone but at higher concentration of 50% a significant antibacterial effect was present inhibiting the microorganism E.faecalis. This effect could have been due to the presence of various components mentioned earlier. However, the positive control CHX showed a better zone of inhibition.

Scientific analysis of plant components follows a logical pathway. Initial screenings of plants for possible antimicrobial activities typically begin by using crude aqueous or alcohol extractions and can be followed by various organic extraction methods. [15] So in this research an attempt to screen the antibacterial efficacy of the plant in its aqueous form seemed successful, so further research may be required in other forms to prove more promising results.

5. Conclusion

The root canal irrigants currently available have some or the other drawbacks, so the search for a better irrigant continues. The use of herbal extracts in dentistry is not novel. This study tested aqueous herbal extract of Hybanthus enneaspermus against the most resistant root canal organism E.faecalis which could be inhibited significantly at 50% concentration. But it may be stated that with more specific extraction methods using other vehicles, the herb may prove to be a good intracanal irrigant, therefore any further investigations should work towards better methods of obtaining the extract.
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